Workshop on Water Conservation
New Delhi 27th July, 2014:Representatives from the Dept. of Environment conducted the
above said workshop. Students of VIII ABC participated in it. The workshop informed
students about the different causes of water contamination. Students were educated about
different safeguards that must be taken to keep water safe for usage. Students were divided
into groups and asked to make Posters on the topic,"Water a priceless commodity, save
each drop". Each group was also given a water sampling kit to test the water coming in
their residential areas.

Poster making Competition – Class V
New Delhi, 26th July, 2014: IScience poster making competition was held on 26th July,
2014 for the students of class V. They were divided into ten different groups. The event
witnessed all the groups of class V participating enthusiastically the students put up their
best show & came up with amazingly creative, meaningful & colourful posters related to
various science related topics.

Workshop on Body Language
New Delhi 24th July, 2014:A workshop was conducted for Classes IX A, B, C, on "Body
Language". The workshop touched upon various areas related to Body Language which
included body movement, gestures, posture, eye contact, skin coloring, tone of voice, the
speed in which one should ideally deliver a speech, the pitch of voice as well as verbal &
non verbal communications. Students were made aware that blindly copying & following
styles of other personalities was not healthy and must be avoided. One should be aware
that each individual's body Language and clothes reflect an individual's personality. The
workshop gave tips on how to be effective without shouting and to take special care to
check phonetics, tone Words that are paced out and spoken well attracted the attention of
the listeners. A PPT was shown after which students interacted with the resource person,
Mrs.
Ira
Sharma
and
sought
clarifications
to
clear
their
doubts.

Birthday Celebrations – Pre – Primary Sections
New Delhi 22nd July, 2014:The tradition of celebrating birthdays of students in the Pre‐
Primary sections is very popular with the students. Birthday children are grouped together,
given gifts while all the other children wish them. A little treat is then enjoyed by all.
Photographs are clicked to keep the Happy Memory Alive!

Preparations for the bigger world—Workshop for Classes XI and XII
New Delhi 19th July, 2014:Keeping in mind the complexities and challenges that have to
be dealt with course selection and admission processes, a workshop was held in the school
campus for students of classes XI & XII
The students were acquainted with college admission process and available support
service that helps to throw light on career options along with colleges where the students
could seek admission. It was an informative experience for the students of senior classes.

Founder's Day – A Report
New Delhi, 10th July, 2014:The school celebrated Founder's Day on 10th July, 2014.
Founder's Day is observed in the memory of the Founder Father of the school, as a mark of
respect for His Holiness, Late Sri Vibhudesha Teertha Swamiji. This day is set aside to pay
tribute to this great educationist and visionary who firmly believed that the future of the
nation lies in its children. The Chief Guest for the occasion was Dr. Bipin Joshi, Principal
Scientific Officer, Dept. of Science and Technology, Govt. of India. Dr. Joshi gave a talk on
'Value of Education in Science and the Modern Generation'. The high‐lights of the day were
a cultural programme presented by the students and an exhibition of Working Models
based on scientific concepts. Shri H.L. Suresh, Vice Chairman, Poorna Prajna Public School,
too addressed the students and advised them to uphold the tradition of the school and to
become achievers in whatever they choose to pursue. Sweets were distributed to all the
students.

